# SONGS MY FATHER TAUGHT ME

## SIDE ONE
- **ANI-MA-AMIN** 3:15
- **HATEI OZNECHO** 3:13
- **HASHIR SHEHAL'VIIM** 6:23
- **ANT HU ZON B'CHOLO** 6:40

**TOTAL:** 19:31

## SIDE TWO
- **HINENI** 6:15
- **ZARITI** 3:01
- **ESO EINAY** 5:06
- **ATO CHONANTONU** 5:37

**TOTAL:** 19:59
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1. ANI MA-AMIN
2. HATEI OZNECHO
3. HASHIR SHEHAL'VIIM
4. ANT HU ZON B'CHOLO